
Characteristics 
The EAATA PRO 360 tool distinguishes itself in car key programming, being a tool created by specialized automotive 
locksmiths for automotive professionals, thus reflecting the core of EAATA's philosophy. EAATA's extensive experience and 
expertise ensures that every new feature incorporated into the tool is focused on maximizing efficiency and profitability 
for professionals dedicated to car key management and programming.

Offers maintenance reset of 35 services. Shortcuts are focused for daily tasks of automotive professionals such as resetting 
periodic maintenance, brake pad replacement, steering angle adjustments, TPMS, FAP regeneration, EGR learning, 
automatic transmission calibration, among other functions.

Accurately diagnoses vehicle faults, providing technicians with the information they need to make effective repairs and 
keep cars in optimal condition. Includes graphical representation of the electronic architecture through intelligent 
topological mapping.

Equipped with a number of specific adapters, such as MCU, MCU2, EEPROM, IR Mercedes, among others, the EAATA PRO 
360 is suitable for working with different makes and models of vehicles in the automotive sector. These adapters ensure 
broad compatibility and intervention capability in a variety of systems, reaffirming its role as an essential and 
multi-purpose tool for your business.

Optional Accessories 
10.1 inch touch screen

9360mAh battery

13 megapixel rear camera

Communication: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB

128GB storage

4GB RAM

Oscilloscope

Multimeter

Battery tester

Videoscope

Megohmmeter

www.eaata.pro

Specifications 

SAT BASIC INCLUDED
- 1 year of Technical Support: operation and menu handling doubts of the equipment. 

- 3 years of free updates.

Discover the revolutionary EAATA 360PRO, the cutting edge 
of automotive technology developed by EAATA. This 
advanced tool not only allows you to program keys and 
access vehicle electronics, but also offers OEM-level 
diagnostic capabilities on more than 100 car brands. Its 
advanced key programming functions allow you to program 
keys for premium vehicle brands such as the famous VAG 

Group MQB, Mercedes-Benz FBS3, and BMW FEM/BDC.

EAATA 360PRO: driving efficiency and excellence in every 
intervention in the automotive sector.
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